ESL PREPARATORY PROGRAMME
The ESL (English as a Second Language) Preparatory Programme in the Just
English Centre is a specially designed course to prepare students for successful
entrance into an English medium school anywhere in the world.
It is ideal for students who lack the basic English requirements to join English
medium schools. This full time programme consists of three key stages of
instruction: ESL Pre-prep; ESL Prep 1 and ESL Prep 2, with one term of
instruction per stage. It uses the communicative approach of learning English,
which develops the students' confidence and their overall language skills and
proficiency.
PROGRAMME FEATURES
Specially developed learning materials to prepare students for entrance into
English medium international schools.
Local and Foreign teachers.
Small classes.
Well equipped facilities including a Multimedia Laboratory.
Three key stages of instruction
One term for each stage. (1 term is three months)
Full time: 36 periods of 60 minutes each week.
Classes: Monday to Saturday.

WHY STUDY ESL prep?
English is the main language used in international schools and most established
universities around the world. In order to study at one of these institutions,
your language proficiency level determines your success. From essay writing to
powerful presentations in the classroom, this programme aims to equip you
with the ability to achieve excellence in your further studies.
Listening and Speaking
This interactive class aims at developing good listening and speaking skills,
which include listening with understanding and speaking with fluency,
Grammar and Vocabulary
Grammatical structures and functions for spoken and written English are
introduced in this class. Through stimulating activities, it provides challenging
practice of the grammar forms. This class also includes vocabulary building
exercises that will help in the comprehension of meanings in context.
Reading and Vocabulary
This class aims at developing students' comprehension skills and enriching
their vocabulary. It uses interesting reading texts from a wide range of themes
to suit a variety of readers. Students will focus on skills to help them
understand texts of sentences, paragraph and passage levels.
Writing
Students will be trained to develop their writing skills by understanding the
writing process. Multiple writing styles will be covered in the course.

